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• Labour Party's Victory

1.Election Results
1. Labour Party, led by Keir Starmer, won the July 4 general election.

2. Secured 412 seats, a gain of 211 seats.

3. Conservative Party, led by Prime Minister Rishi Sunak, won 121 seats, a loss 
of 250 seats.



1.Vote Share
1. Labour: 35%

2. Conservative: 24%

3. Reform UK: 14%

4. Liberal Democrats: 12%

5. Green Party: 7%

6. Other smaller parties: Remaining percentages.



Leadership Transition

Keir Starmer as New Prime Minister

• Keir Starmer becomes the U.K.’s 58th Prime Minister.

• Emphasized a theme of change and a "changed Labour 
Party."

• Committed to working for all Britons.



Rishi Sunak’s Resignation

• Rishi Sunak conceded defeat and offered his resignation to King Charles III.

• Managed to retain his Richmond seat.

Remarks on Change and Stability

• Starmer highlighted the opportunity for Britain to regain its future after 14 
years.

• Called for public support as his family transitions to No. 10 Downing Street.



Political Reactions

Conservative Party's Reflection

• Sunak reflected on the remarkable journey of 
becoming the first non-White British Prime Minister.

• Acknowledged the challenges and responsibilities of 
leadership.



• Potential Leadership Contenders

• Penny Mordaunt and Jacob Rees-Mogg mentioned as possible 
contenders for Conservative leadership.

• Other high-profile Conservatives, including Grant Shapps, lost their 
seats.



Implications

• Labour’s victory seen as a mandate for change.

• Focus on addressing the urgent needs of the country.

Labour's Agenda

• Facing internal challenges and the need for leadership restructuring.

Conservative Party's Future



Who won the majority of seats in the U.K. general election held 
on July 4, and what was the resulting number of seats secured?

A) Conservative Party, 250 seats.
B) Liberal Democrats, 63 seats.
C) Labour Party, 412 seats.
D) Reform UK, 121 seats.















Record Defence Production

Highest Growth in Defence Production

• India recorded the highest-ever growth in indigenous 
defence production in FY 2023-24.

• Total value of production reached ₹1,26,887 crore, a 
16.7% increase over the previous year's ₹1,08,684 crore.



• Contributions to Defence Production

• Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs) and other Public Sector 
Units (PSUs) contributed 79.2%.

• Private sector contributed 20.8%.



Policy Impact

Growth attributed to policy reforms, initiatives, and ease of 
doing business.

Focus on self-reliance under the leadership of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi and Defence Minister Rajnath Singh.



Milestones and Exports

New Milestones in 'Make in India'

• The 'Make in India' programme is achieving new 
milestones annually.

• Defence production has grown by over 60% in the last 
five years (since 2019-20).



Defence Exports

Defence exports reached a record high of ₹21,083 crore in FY 2023-
24, a 32.5% increase from the previous year's ₹15,920 crore.

Spiralling defence exports have significantly contributed to overall 
growth.



• What was the total value of India's defence production in FY 2023-
24 and its growth percentage compared to the previous year?

• A) ₹1,08,684 crore with 10% growth.
B) ₹1,26,887 crore with 16.7% growth.
C) ₹1,26,887 crore with 20% growth.
D) ₹1,08,684 crore with 15% growth.











Indo-Russian Venture's Achievement

Delivery of Assault Rifles

• Indo-Russian Rifles Private Limited (IRRPL), a joint venture, 
delivered 35,000 Kalashnikov AK-203 assault rifles to the 
Indian Ministry of Defence.

• The first phase of the project has been completed ahead of 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's visit to Russia.



Joint Venture Details

Co-founded by Rosoboronexport on the Russian side.

Production facilities at the Korwa Ordnance Factory in 
Amethi, Uttar Pradesh, are fully equipped.



Localization Efforts

Equipment necessary for production has been shipped to India.

Efforts to increase localization: initial production to achieve 5% localization, 
with a phased increase to 70%.

Remaining rifles will be produced with 100% localization.



Contract and Future Plans

The project is under a ₹5,000 crore contract signed in July 2021.

A total of 6.1 lakh AK-203 rifles are to be manufactured in India with 
technology transfer from Russia.

Initial lot handed over to various Army units, subsequent batches to be 
delivered soon.



Significance

The project highlights the commitment to indigenization 
and self-reliance in defence production.

Alexander Mikheev, Director General of Rosoboronexport, 
emphasized the importance of the localization efforts.



• What is the main purpose of the Indo-Russian Rifles Private Limited 
(IRRPL) joint venture?

• A) To export rifles to other countries.
B) To produce and localize the production of Kalashnikov AK-203 
assault rifles in India.
C) To establish a research center for advanced weaponry.
D) To train Indian soldiers in the use of Russian rifles.
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China's Strategic Rail Network

Project Overview

• China is planning to connect its railway projects in Southeast Asian 
countries, including Malaysia, Laos, and Thailand, to enhance regional 
connectivity.

• The initiative is part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), aiming to 
improve infrastructure development in Asia, Africa, and South 
America.



• East Coast Rail Link (ECRL)

• The $10 billion ECRL project will connect Kota Bharu in the east with 
Port Klang on Malaysia’s west coast, facilitating trade and tourism.

• Work began in 2017 and is expected to be completed by 2027.



Pan-Asian Rail Network

The network includes three main links:

• Western line: Kunming to Singapore via Myanmar and Thailand.

• Central line: Kunming to Singapore via Laos and Thailand.

• Eastern line: Kunming to Singapore via Vietnam, Cambodia, and Thailand.

Aims to connect Thailand’s capital Bangkok with Malaysia and Singapore, 
passing through the Malacca Strait, which handles about 30% of global trade.



• Current Status

• The Laos-China section has been operational since 2021.

• Malaysia and Thailand have faced issues with high costs and 
dependence on Chinese loans.

• The Thailand-China project is slated for completion by 2028, though 
delays are possible.



• China's Interests

• Strengthening ties with Southeast Asian nations through economic 
and infrastructure development.

• Enhancing regional connectivity to support trade.

• Addressing concerns over China's aggressive moves in the South 
China Sea.



Economic and Strategic Implications

Trade volume between China and ASEAN reached USD 911.7 billion in 
2023.

Concerns over China’s “debt trap diplomacy,” involving high-interest 
loans and potential seizure of strategic assets if debts are not repaid.



What is the main purpose of China's proposed rail network 
connecting Southeast Asian countries to Singapore?

A) To establish military bases in Southeast Asia.
B) To enhance regional connectivity and facilitate trade and 
tourism.
C) To reduce China's reliance on sea routes for trade.
D) To promote cultural exchanges between China and Southeast 
Asian countries.



Pride Month



Pride Month, celebrated every June, is a time of reflection, 
celebration, and advocacy for the LGBTQ+ community. Its 
origins trace back to the Stonewall Uprising of 1969. 

Over the decades, Pride Month has evolved from a single 
day of remembrance to a month-long celebration 
recognised globally.



Why is Pride Month Celebrated in June? 

June

Pride Month commemorates the Stonewall 
Uprising of 1969(New York), a pivotal event 
in the LGBTQ+ rights movement. 

1969

In 1999, President Bill Clinton declared June 
as “Gay and Lesbian Pride Month.”

1999

Subsequent presidents, including Barack 
Obama and Joe Biden, have continued this 
tradition, recognising June as LGBTQ Pride 
Month.

June



LGBTQIA+ Rights in India In 1994, voting rights were 
legally granted to individuals identifying as a third sex.

1994

In 2014, the Supreme Court of India ruled that 
transgender people should be treated as a third gender 
category.

2014

In 2017, the LGBTQIA+ community in India was given 
the freedom to express their sexual orientation, 
protected by the Right to Privacy.

2017



• Same-sex marriage is not expressly recognised as a fundamental or 
constitutional right under the Indian Constitution, but it provides some 
limited recognition to cohabiting same-sex couples.

• The SC has held that the right to marry a person of one's choice is integral to 
Article 21 of the Constitution, and members of the LGBTQIA+ community are 
entitled to the full range of constitutional rights, including equal protection under 
the law.



248th Independence Day of US



• Recently, the US has celebrated its 248th anniversary of 
its Independence Day on the 4th July 2024.

• The US was declared as a sovereign nation after the adoption of 
the Declaration of Independence by the Second Continental 
Congress on 4th July 1776.

• This day marked the separation of British colonies from Great Britain.

•



• The struggle for independence began in 1775 when the 13 American 
colonies sought freedom from British rule under King George III.

• This conflict sparked the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), fueled by 
the colonies desire for self-governance and freedom from oppressive British 
policies.

•



• The American colonies voted to declare independence on 2nd July 
1776, two days before the Declaration was approved and 12 of the 13 
colonies officially decided to sever political ties with Great Britain.



• Causes of the American Revolutionary War included British trade 
restrictions hindering economic development, the ban on westward 
expansion, influence of Enlightenment thinkers, British attempts to tax the 
colonies, lack of representation in British Parliament, and harsh measures 
like the Coercive Acts intensifying colonial discontent.



NOMADIC ELEPHANT



• The 16th edition of the India-Mongolia Joint Military Exercise 
NOMADIC ELEPHANT began in Meghalaya. 

• The exercise aims to enhance joint military capabilities for 
counterinsurgency operations under the United Nations Mandate 
Chapter VII, focusing on semi-urban and mountainous terrain



INDIA- THAILAND JOINT 
MILITARY EXERCISE MAITREE



Exercise MAITREE, conducted annually since 2006, alternates 
between India and Thailand. 

This exercise is crucial for both nations facing terrorism threats, 
especially in southern Thailand regions like Satun, Patthalung, 
and Bangkok, which are prone to attacks. 

The exercise includes company-level joint training on insurgency 
and counter-terrorism in jungle and urban scenarios, enhancing 
defence cooperation and bilateral relations between the Indian 
Army and the Royal Thailand Army.



Fun fact 

• Myth: We Only Use 10% of Our Brain

• Debunked: This myth suggests that 90% of our brain's potential is 
untapped, but neuroscience research has shown that virtually every 
part of the brain has a known function. Brain imaging techniques 
reveal that even simple tasks like speaking or walking involve multiple 
areas of the brain working together. No part of the brain is completely 
inactive.



Facilitate

Definition: To make an action or process easier or more likely to happen.

Example Sentence: The new software is designed to facilitate the workflow in the office.

Synonyms: Aid, assist, promote, simplify.

Antonyms: Hinder, impede, obstruct, complicate.







Thank you 
guys.


